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Pion absorption on 4He into the ppd final state
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Results from a 4p solid angle measurement of the reactionp114He→ppd at incident pion energies of
Tp1570, 118, 162, 239, and 330 MeV are presented. Integrated cross sections are given for the final states
with energetic deuterons (ppd) and (pd)p. The differential cross sections are described by a complete set of
five independent variables and various other kinematic variables and compared to cascade and phase space
models where deuterons were formed by a semiclassical pickup model. The data are investigated for signatures
of initial and final state interactions: it is found that more than half of the (ppd) yield cannot be explained by
these mechanisms. The remaining strength is reasonably well reproduced by 3N phase space models followed
by pickup.

PACS number~s!: 25.80.Ls, 25.10.1s
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I. INTRODUCTION

Pion absorption on a free nucleon does not occur si
energy and momentum cannot be conserved. In theD(1232)
resonance region most of the total pion absorption strengt
systems with few nucleons comes from the two nucleon
sorption ~2NA! quasideuteron mode. However, several e
periments on light nuclei@1–13# have reported that a signifi
cant fraction of the absorption cross section is due to ev
in which the energy of the absorbed pion is shared betw
three or more particles. Particularly, some small solid an
experiments on3He in theD resonance region have reporte
that the energy distribution of about one quarter of the
sorption cross section appeared consistent with three-nuc
phase space@1–5#.

The absorption reaction of a pion on a nucleus has o
been subdivided into a genuine absorption part and into
ondary modifications~such as rescattering processes! due to
the surrounding nuclear medium. Recent large solid an
measurements of the pion absorption cross section on
few body systems@13–15# have reported that there is a si
nificant, but not dominant, contribution to the three nucle
absorption~3NA! cross section from a process in which t
pion initially interacts with one of the nucleons@initial state
interaction ~ISI!# before being absorbed on a deuteronli
pair. Another cascade process would be 2NA followed b
nucleon-nucleon interaction@final state interaction~FSI!#.
However, no clear signal of that process has been seen in
helium isotopes@12,15#; recent Faddeev-type calculation
@16# also suggest it should not have a large probability.
0556-2813/2000/61~5!/054604~12!/$15.00 61 0546
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Although investigation of pion absorption on3He has
given some important insight into 3NA, a more interesti
case is4He. The presence of an additional nucleon opens
additional physics channels which can compete with
3NA process, and yet the system is still simple enough t
the experimental kinematics can be completely determi
for most of the final states. There are two significant fin
states forp1 absorption on4He pppn andppd. Results of
a detailed investigation of the cross sections and distributi
of the first one have been published recently@17,18#, but the
second one, theppd, remained less well investigated. In th
work of Mateoset al. @17#, ppd distributions were reported
to show some indications that after pion absorption a pick
of a neutron or proton, by one of the outgoing nucleo
could follow, thus forming theppd final state. However, for
such conclusions more detailed comparisons with models
needed. Therefore the investigation of the distributions of
ppd state is necessary to complete our knowledge about
3NA pion absorption mode in4He.

In this paper all models leading to energetic final st
deuterons explicitly assume a pick-up mechanism to fo
the deuteron. Other approaches could be used for some c
nels, such as using a quasifreep11t→p1d cross section as
input ~see Ref.@19#, for example!. It turns out, however, tha
the pickup mechanism reproduces thep11t→p1d angular
distributions rather well~see Sec. IV C! bringing the two
models close to equivalency. In any realistic model the d
teron form-factor imposed on an underlyingp-wave distribu-
tion will be a dominating influence on the deuteron distrib
tions ~as is indeed apparent in the data!.
©2000 The American Physical Society04-1
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In the present paper we report results of pion absorp
on 4He into theppd final state. Data at five incident positiv
pion energies~70, 118, 162, 239, and 330 MeV! were mea-
sured with a 4p solid angle detector. Some of the resu
have been reported earlier@17,18#. Distributions will be
compared to different models which include pickup by o
of the outgoing nucleons.

II. EXPERIMENT

The experiment was performed at thepM1 channel at the
Paul Scherrer Institute~PSI! in Villigen, Switzerland with
the Large Acceptance Detector System~LADS! @20,21#
which was designed to study multinucleon pion absorptio

There are two characteristics of LADS which combin
make an important improvement compared to previous p
absorption experiments. These are the solid angle cove
of the detector of 98% of 4p and the low detection threshol
energyTthr'20 MeV for protons andTthr'30 MeV for deu-
terons. Thus, only small extrapolations of the measured
tributions are needed. The detector was cylindrical in sh
with an active volume of 1.6 m length. It was divided into 2
DE-E-E plastic scintillator sectors, read out at both en
and two 14 sectorDE-E ‘‘end-cap’’ blocks to close the cyl-
inder. The scintillators stopped normally incident protons
up to 250 MeV. Two coaxial cylindrical wire chambers pr
vided tracking information for charged particles with an a
gular resolution of about 1° and a vertex resolution of le
than 2.5 mm full width at half maximum~FWHM!. The
target used in the experiment consisted of a 4 cm diame
25.7 cm long carbon fiber cell, with walls of 0.5 mm thic
ness to keep background and particle threshold low, cont
ing 4He at a pressure of 100 bar.

The incidentp1 beam was defined using plastic scint
lator detectors which counted individual pions; these w
identified by time-of-flight and pulse height analysis. From
total incident flux of about 33106/sec, a beam rate of abou
13105/sec was accepted by a 2 cm diameter scintillator
placed about 50 cm upstream of the target center.

Events were classified in the trigger logic according to
number of charged and neutral particles detected in LADS
coincidence with a valid incident pion. The various eve
types were then prescaled individually according to the ph
ics interest of the information they contained.

III. DATA ANALYSIS

A. Treatment of raw data

The reconstructed interaction vertex position was use
eliminate events from the target end walls, using the tra
tory information measured by the multiwire proportion
chambers~MWPCs!. Only events with track information fo
all charged particles, a vertex within 10 cm upstream a
downstream of the target center and within 1.7 cm of
beam axis were accepted. Vertex reconstruction plots ca
found in Ref.@15#.

For the separation of protons and deuterons from pi
and other particles conventionalE-dE/dx andE-TOF ~time-
of-flight! particle identification~PID! techniques were ap
plied ~see Fig. 4 in Ref.@15#!. The latter was used for al
05460
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charged particles with less than 10 MeV light deposited
the E scintillators, because these were stopped in or
passed through the thinDE counters. Figure 1 illustrates th
p-d separation when using theE-dE/dx technique.

In the next step only events with deuterons and prot
but with no identified charged pion were selected. A cut
the reconstructed missing mass of620 MeV around the
peak center removed most of the background events o
nating from remaining pionic final states, mainly due
single charge exchange, which are separated by abou
pion mass. Furthermore, most events where a proton un
went a nuclear reaction in the scintillator material and los
part of its energy were rejected by this cut.

In the analysis of the deuteronic final states, a signific
problem is the possibility of misidentifying a proton as
deuteron since there are many more of the former. In orde
determine the probability of mistakenly identifying a proto
as a deuteron or a proton as a pion, data were used from
interaction of 330 MeVp1’s with 3He and the method o
Ref. @22#. The probability for a proton to be misidentified a
a deuteron was determined as a function of proton energ
was between 2 and 3 % for proton energies above 40 M
but rose to up to 11% for low energy protons. The probab
ity for a proton to be mistakenly identified as a pion ro
smoothly from 0% at low energy to above 11% above 2
MeV. For the 4He data most of the events where proto
were misidentified as deuterons were later removed by
reconstructed missing mass cut.

To eliminate events near the edge of the detector acc
tance the polar angular range of the data was limited betw
15° and 165°. With this cut the solid angle coverage w
slightly reduced to 96.6% of 4p. For events with only two
charged particles detected, this cut was further reduce
20°2160°.

B. Normalization

Once the absorption events were isolated, the meas
raw counts were normalized to the number of incident pio

FIG. 1. E-dE/dx spectra used for particle identification showin
the p-d separation. The pion energy isTp5118 MeV and the reac-
tion is 4He(p1,x).
4-2
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PION ABSORPTION ON4He INTO THE ppd FINAL STATE PHYSICAL REVIEW C 61 054604
and target scatterers to yield a raw cross section. Correct
were made to the number of incident pions to account
contamination in the beam, for the number of pions l
through decay or reactions before reaching the target, an
pions missing the target. The largest systematic uncerta
in the determination of the normalization resulted from t
last correction. It was measured by examining the radial
tribution of events from the air upstream and downstream
the target, and the uncertainty in this correction ranged
tween 3 and 12 %. The number of target scatterers was
termined from measurements of the pressure and temper
of the target. The areal density of the target was typica
4.531022 nuclei/cm2, and was known with an uncertainty o
1%. In addition, a correction was applied for each trigg
type to account for its prescale factor mentioned in Sec. II
yield the raw cross section@23,24#.

IV. MONTE CARLO SIMULATIONS AND FITS

A. Classification of events

In this paper we use the nomenclature that final s
nucleons~deuterons! inside the round brackets participate
in the reaction while those outside were spectators, indep
dent of whether they were detected. This classification o
final state according to the particles which have participa
in the absorption reaction is called the ‘‘physics channe
On the other hand for the full decomposition of theppd final
state of4He into absorption mechanisms a classification i
‘‘selected channels’’ turned out to be useful. The purpo
was to produce separate distributions for the physics ch
nels (pd)p and (ppd) to get more constraints for the fits
These selected channels were defined by the following c
sification scheme~note the use of square brackets to den
them!:

@pd#p: Tp1.30 MeV; Td.30 MeV; Tp2<30 MeV;
@ppd#: Tp1.30 MeV; Tp2.30 MeV; Td.30 MeV;
@pp#d: Tp1.30 MeV; Tp2.30 MeV; Td<30 MeV.

The distributions@pd#p and @ppd# presented in this pa
per will always be with these thresholds on the laborat
kinetic energiesT corrected for energy loss in the apparatu
To test the model dependence of the extrapolations of
cross sections down to zero threshold and their decomp
tions into mechanisms a data set with the same classifica
scheme, but a 20 MeV threshold, was also investigated.
variations in the results are reflected in the quoted uncert
ties. Distributions of the@pp#d selected channel will not be
shown since the resolution of the missing mass in the exp
ment was not sufficient to separate events with a spect
deuteron from those with an unboundpn pair, as can be see
in Ref. @17#.

B. Monte Carlo simulations

Monte Carlo simulations were made to correct for t
acceptance and inefficiencies of the detector and to assis
physics interpretation of the data. For all simulations,
particles were tracked through a model of the detector us
the CERN GEANT software package. The simulated da
05460
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were then treated with the same analysis program as use
the real data. The experimental resolutions and hardw
thresholds, as determined from the data for each scintilla
counter and MWPC, were applied to the simulated r
events. The effects of geometrical acceptance, energy thr
olds and reaction losses in the detector, as well as ineffic
cies of the chambers and the reconstruction code, were
reflected in the simulated particle distributions in the sa
way as in those of the experimental data. The reliability
this procedure was tested in many ways and is discusse
detail elsewhere@13,23#.

For the reactionp114He→ppd, seven different even
generators were found to be necessary~see Table I!. All of
them were based on mechanisms of the 2NA, 3NA, and 4
absorption modes, as found in our previous wor
@15,17,18#, followed by the pickup of a neutron by one of th
outgoing protons. This pickup model will be discussed
more detail in Sec. IV C. The seven event generators
described here.

In the quasifree 2NA model (2NA(pp)d) the absorption
has been taken as occurring on a quasideuteron inside
4He nucleus, using Ritchie’s parametrization@25# for ab-
sorption on a deuteron and a deuteron momentum distr
tion rd calculated by Schiavilla@26#. Here the final state
deuteron is treated as a spectator, and no pickup is invol

In the quasifree 2NA1pickup model (2NA(pd)p) the ab-
sorption has been taken again to be the same as that on a
deuteron using Ritchie’s parametrization@25# and weighted
first with spectator proton and neutron momentum distrib
tions rN from Ref. @26#, and then weighted with the add
tional pickup weighting as mentioned above. An alternat
model has also been tested for the (2NA(pd)p) channel where
the pion is absorbed on a quasitriton3H(p1,pd) with one
proton acting as a spectator. For that purpose the differen
cross section of pion absorption on a quasitriton has b
taken from the Ref.@7# and weighted with spectator proto
distribution as above. The distributions from both mod
were similar.

TABLE I. Summary of event generators used to simulate
different absorption mechanisms of the reactionp114He→ppd.
More detailed descriptions of the abbreviations are given in the t
Eachs represents a differential cross section as a function of
polar scattering angle. TherN represents a one-nucleon momentu
density distribution,rd represents a deuteron momentum dens
distribution, andFpick the pickup weighting step function.

Event generator Weighting factors

4NA(pppn)1pickup 4NApppn * Fpick

3NA(ppp)n
L>0 1pickup 4NApppn* rN* P0@cos(j)#*Fpick

3NA(ppp)n
L>1 1pickup 4NApppn* rN* $12P2@cos(j)#%*Fpick

ISI(ppp)n1pickup rN* rN* sp1p→p1p* s2NA* Fpick

HFSI(ppp)n1pickup rN* rN* s2NA* spp* Fpick

2NA(pp)d rd* s2NA

2NA(pd)p rN* rN * s2NA* Fpick
4-3
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M. PLANINIC et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 61 054604
To model the one-step 3NA followed by picku
(3NA(ppp)n

L>0 1pickup, 3NA(ppp)n
L>1 1pickup), the neutron in the

4N phase space distribution was weighted with a momen
distribution (rN) from a calculation by Schiavilla@26# ad-
justed to fit the4He(e,e8p)3H data @27#. To take into ac-
count angular momentum effects@15,28# the events of this
generator were additionally weighted by the Legendre po
nomials P0@cos(j)# (3NA(ppp)n

L>0 ) and $12P2@cos(j)#%
(3NA(ppp)n

L>1 ); for the definition ofj see Sec. IV D.
It was found, looking at the distributions from differen

variables, that it is impossible to distinguish between the t
processes:

p114He→~ppp!n followed by pickup→~ppd!

and

p114He→~ppn!p followed by pickup→~ppd!,

where it was assumed that the intermediate state is sim
for the (ppp) and (ppn) cases~e.g., 3N phase space!. That
is the reason why (ppn)p models, followed by pickup, were
not included. While in principle the (ppn)p pickup process
can also have a term proportional toP1@cos(j)#, the fits with-
out it appear to be adequate and the resulting analys
consistent with that of Ref.@15#. The distributions of
(ISI(ppp)n1pickup) and (HFSI(ppp)n1pickup) were gener-
ated by an incoherent superposition of the two elemen
processes followed by pickup. In the ISI model the pion w
first scattered by one proton, moving with Fermi moment
(rN), according to the differential elasticpp cross section
(sp1p→p1p , calculated withSCATPI @29#!, before being ab-
sorbed on a quasideuteron recoiling from thepn system with
a momentum distribution of (rN* rN), with the quasifree 2NA
cross section (s2NA) @25#. A suppression of the forward pio
quasielastic cross section was taken into account@15#. The
other two ISI processes, a quasielastic scattering of thep1

on a neutron (sp1n→p1n) and a charge-exchange reaction
the typep1n→p0p (sp1n→p0p), both followed by the ac-
tual quasifree absorption (s2NA) on a quasideuteron, wer
simulated as in Ref.@18# and found to have similar distribu
tions as the first one. In the HFSI model the pion was fi
absorbed on a quasideuteron moving with Fermi momen
opposite to that of the recoilingpn system (rN* rN), and then
one of the outgoing protons was scattered off the recoil p
ton according to its differential elasticNN cross section
(spp), calculated withSAID @30# and with a minimum mo-
mentum transfer of 150 MeV/c. The second way of model
ing the HFSI process was the same as above, except th
the second step one of the protons was scattered elasti
off the neutron (spn) which has picked up a spectator pr
ton. The distributions of the second HFSI~including pickup!
model were not distinguishable from the first one. For
these models, the pickup weight between allpn pairs was
added as a third step.

To model four-nucleon absorption followed by picku
(4NA(pppn)1pickup), three protons and one neutron we
generated with constant density in phase space (4NA(pppn))
and then weighted with the pickup weighting function. It w
05460
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also found that distributions of four-nucleon phase space
lowed by pickup andppd phase space are similar and so t
latter was also not included into the fitting procedure.

C. Pickup model

The pickup was represented by a simple step funct
depending on the relative momentum between a proton
the pickup neutron. For estimating the width of the step fu
tion the very simple approach of Ref.@31# was used, which
consists of using classical kinematics in the nonrelativis
approximation. Because of the relative motion of the nuc
ons within a deuteron, their individual momenta at the
stant of pickup are not simply one half of the deuteron
momentumpW d . Rather, the proton was taken to have a m
mentum

pW p5
1

2
pW d6pW 0

and the neutron a momentum

pW n5
1

2
pW d7pW 0 ,

wherepW 0 is the momentum associated with internal relati
motion. Its magnitude is taken as the deuteron’s Fermi m
mentum, about 70 MeV/c.

All combinations ofpn pairs available after the absorp
tion were weighted with the pickup weighting function. I
most cases the lowest energy proton picks up the spec
neutron since that proton has the greatest chance to hav
relative momentum within the step function.

In order to show that the pickup model is justified,
Monte Carlo simulation was made for the proce
3H(p1,pd) and compared to the data from the Ref.@7#.
Figure 2 shows that our model gives a reasonable descrip
of the data. In the case of4He the distributions are also
consistent with a model where the pion is absorbed o
quasitriton 3H(p1,pd) with one proton acting as a spect
tor.

D. Fits and efficiency correction

For the complete description of a three-body final sta
five independent variables were usedb, g, j, cmin , and
cmax, which have been introduced in Ref.@15#. The five
variables listed above are calculated in the center of m
~c.m.! of these three particles.j andb are Euler angles de
scribing respectively the angle between the normal to
three-particle plane and the incident beam and the azimu
angle of that plane, whileg reflects the distribution of pro-
tons and deuteron within the plane;cmin and cmax are the
minimum and maximum opening angles between pairs of
three particles.

The relative strength of the seven different physics p
cesses were determined by simultaneous fits to kinem
distributions of the two selected channels@pd#p and@ppd#,
with the normalizations of the seven processes as free pa
eters of the fit. A more detailed description of the fittin
4-4
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PION ABSORPTION ON4He INTO THE ppd FINAL STATE PHYSICAL REVIEW C 61 054604
procedure can be found in Refs.@15,18#. Fits were done to
various histogram sets with the CERNLIB routineMINUIT :
the five independent variables (b, g, j, cmin , cmax), a set of
selected one-dimensional distributions~proton polar angle
up , deuteron polar angleud , proton kinetic energyTp , deu-
teron kinetic energyTd) and a set of two-dimensional histo
grams with pronounced correlations (up vs pp , ud vs pd , mx

2

vs pp , mx
2 vs pd , mx

2 vs up , mx
2 vs ud), wheremx

2 is defined
in Refs.@13,32#. In addition, fits using all these distribution
together were made.

FIG. 2. The differential cross sectionds/dV of the reaction
3H(p1,pd) ~the solid circles with error bars! from Ref. @7# com-
pared to Monte Carlo simulations~dashed! of the pickup model for
incident pion energies of 65~a!, 119 ~b!, and 210 MeV~c!. The
normalization of the Monte Carlo distributions is a free parame
05460
The normalizations of some event generators had to
fixed, since due to the applied cuts and thresholds only sm
but not negligible, spectator momentum tails contributed
the investigatedppd data sample. In these cases the contr
uting fractions were approximated from the partial cross s
tions, determined with the same data and published e
where @17#. These event generators were 2NA(pp)d and
2NA(pd)p for the @ppd# selected channels.

The analysis was repeated with two different thresho
defining the selected channels. The average value obta
from the simultaneous fits with different histogram sets a
thresholds was taken as the result for the contribution fr
each physics channel. The uncertainty associated with
fitting procedure was estimated from the variation of the
sults obtained under the different conditions. Using the
sults of the fit to define the relative strengths of the vario
models required to describe the raw data, these were
corrected for the acceptance and inefficiency of the dete
using these Monte Carlo simulations.

In this paper, only the efficiency corrected histograms w
be shown. The error bars of the data points in the histogra
reflect the statistical uncertainties of the raw data and
simulations.

V. RESULTS

A. Partial absorption cross sections

The partial absorption cross sections for the deutero
channels are presented in Table II. These cross section
corrected for all detector inefficiencies, thresholds, and
ceptance cuts. Except for the (pd)p channel at 239 and 330
MeV the overall size of these corrections is roughly a fac
of 2 ~see also Ref.@17#!. We have previously reported value
for cross sections of the (ppd) and (pd)p physics channels
@17# but those presented here use more detailed models.
agreement between this work and our previous publica
@17# obtained for the cross section of both channels is wit
the quoted uncertainties. Figure 3 shows a comparison of
deuteronic final state cross sections to cross sections f
other 4He pion absorption physics channels from Re
@17,18#. The cross section attributable to the (pd)p process
falls steadily with increasing incident pion energy while t
energy dependence of the (ppd) cross section shows a broa

r.
e

ization
dded in
TABLE II. Partial cross sections of the reactionp114He→ppd, extrapolated to zero threshold, for th
(ppd) and (pd)p physics channels and with 30 MeV threshold for the protons and deuterons for the@ppd#
and@pd#p selected channels. All cross sections are in mb. The given uncertainties reflect the normal
uncertainties and the systematic uncertainties due to the results of the different models and fits, a
quadrature.

Tthr Channel 70 118 162 239 330
~MeV! ~MeV! ~MeV! ~MeV! ~MeV! ~MeV!

0 (pd)p 3.060.4 2.660.2 1.760.2 0.760.1 0.260.1
0 (ppd) 1.560.2 3.260.6 4.760.7 1.560.1 0.760.1

30 @pd#p 2.460.2 2.260.1 1.560.1 0.660.1 0.260.1
30 @ppd# 0.3760.05 0.8560.07 1.360.1 0.6060.05 0.2960.04
4-5
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resonancelike behavior peaking somewhere around
MeV. The contribution of theppd final state to the tota
absorption cross section appears to fall as a function of
ergy from 13% at 70 MeV to 6% at 330 MeV.

With these results and those of Ref.@18# we were able to
determine an estimate for the total pion absorption cross
tion at the incident pion kinetic energy ofTp15330 MeV,
which we have not previously reported. We fin
sabs(330 MeV)514.061.5 mb. This cross section was d
termined assuming that (pp)d/pn partial cross section ca
be estimated from the well known cross section of the re
tion p11d→pp by scaling it with the factor 2.5. The partia
cross section for the (pn)pp was extrapolated from Ref.@17#
and all other partial cross sections were taken from Ref.@18#.

B. Differential cross sections

The non-2NA cross section in theppd final state consists
primarily of contributions from the (pd)p and (ppd) chan-
nels. In this section the acceptance corrected differential
tributions will be shown for five incident pion energies f
the @ppd# selected channel and four incident pion energ
for the @pd#p channel. These distributions are intended
show the quality of the fits. The data will be compared to
summed contributions of the fitted models.

For the incident pion energy of 330 MeV the highest e
ergetic protons after the absorption process were not stop
by the scintillators and their kinetic energy is underestima
@15#. These events are then removed by the missing m
cut. It was found@33# that this problem seriously affects th

FIG. 3. ~a! Decomposition of thepppnabsorption yield on4He
according to the energetic final state particles~taken from Ref.
@18#!. ~b! Cross sections of theppd deuteronic final states.
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distributions of the selected@pd#p channel. However, the
partial cross section can still be determined, and for distri
tions of the selected@ppd# channel such losses were reliab
taken into account by the Monte Carlo simulations. The
fore, for the highest incident pion energy only the distrib
tions of the selected@ppd# channel will be shown.

1. „pd…p physics channel

Figures 4 and 5 show the energy and angular distributi
of deuterons and protons in the selected@pd# channel. The
distributions of the (pd)p channel are consistent with th
deuteron resulting from pick-up by an outgoing nucleo
emerging preferentially at backward angles. The prefere
for the emission of the deuteron at backward angles can
qualitatively explained as being due to the smaller mom

FIG. 4. The laboratory kinetic energy and polar angle distrib
tions of the deuteron in the selected@pd# channel~acceptance cor-
rected! for incident pion energies of 70, 118, 162, and 239 Me
~from the top!. The data are dots with error bars, the fitted sums
the simulations are the shaded areas. Normalization uncertai
are not included in the error bars.
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PION ABSORPTION ON4He INTO THE ppd FINAL STATE PHYSICAL REVIEW C 61 054604
tum transfer necessary for the pickup reaction at th
angles. The main contribution comes from the 2NA(pd)p
model as described in Sec. IV B. The comparisons of the
with the data show that the overall agreement is fair.

2. „ppd… physics channel

The low energy forward peaked behavior of the deuter
in the selected@ppd# channel~see Fig. 8! suggests that the
incoming pion initially scatters from a proton, which pick
up a neutron to form a deuteron, while the pion is absor
in the second step by the remainingpn pair. To further
strengthen this argument one can look at thep-p opening
angle in the lab system. If the deuteron really comes from
p-p process, then thep11d→p1p should be undisturbed
and one can see an opening angle signature around 1
This is indicated in Fig. 6. A comparison of the data dist
butions with the ISI followed by pickup model distribution
shows that this signature can be seen at incident pion e

FIG. 5. The laboratory kinetic energy and polar angle distrib
tions of the proton~acceptance corrected! in the selected@pd# chan-
nel. For further information see Fig. 4.
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gies higher than 118 MeV. One of the main issues of t
paper is to address the question of how much of the 3
absorption mode in4He is ending up, via pickup, in the
(ppd) channel and what fraction of it can be understood
terms of cascade1pickup (ISI(ppp)n1pickup, HFSI(ppp)n
1pickup) processes.

In Refs.@13,15,18# we found that a significant fraction o
the three-proton cross section on3He and 4He around and
above theD resonance can be accounted for by an

-

FIG. 6. pp-opening angle distributions in the laboratory fram
~acceptance corrected! in the selected@ppd# channel. The data
~dots with error bars! were fitted with 2NA(pp)d ~solid line!,
3NA(ppp)n1pickup ~dashed!, ISI(ppp)n1pickup ~dashed-dotted!,
2NA(pd)p ~dotted!, HFSI(ppp)n1pickup ~not shown!, and
4NA(pppn)1pickup ~not shown!, as described in the text. Th
shaded areas are the sums of the fitted simulations. Normaliza
uncertainties are not included in the error bars.
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FIG. 7. Distributions of the or-
thogonal variables ~acceptance
corrected! in the selected@ppd#
channel. The structurelessb angle
is not shown. The shaded areas a
the sums of the fitted simulations
For further information see Fig. 6
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mechanism followed by 2NA. It was also found that a po
sible contribution of a HFSI mechanism cannot be ea
distinguished from a 3N phase space distribution, but it wa
observed that the HFSI yield leading to three energetic p
tons usually seemed to be smaller than the ISI yield. M
than half of the 3p yield was found not to be explainable b
simple cascade processes both in3He and4He. In this work
a decomposition of theppd final state was done with a s
multaneous fit of seven models to the distributions of
data. The quality of the fits is illustrated in Figs. 7, 8, and
The fit to the orthogonal variable set is good, and also
polar angle and kinetic energy spectra are fitted well. T
results of the decomposition, extrapolated to zero thresh
are given in Table III. The percentages given are aver
values of the results of fits to different variable sets and w
different thresholds applied~see Sec. IV D!. The cited un-
certainties are the standard deviations of the results from
fits models. In Table IV the fractions of the multinucleo
yields of the possible absorption mechanisms after pion
sorption on 4He are compared to the total pion absorpti
cross section of4He. The third open multinucleon chann
05460
-
y
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e

e
.
e
e
d,
e

h

he
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3He p was not accessible to this experiment, but its yield
known to be weak~about 0.6% of the total absorption cros
section atTp5120 MeV! @10# and therefore it is neglecte
here. Although the uncertainties of most of the fractions
rather large, the results show which processes are more
portant and also some trends in the energy dependences
may conclude that ISI followed by pickup is able to expla
significant strength of the (ppd) yield, being more important
at higher incident pion energies. This result is consistent w
results from our previous publications@13,15,18# where evi-
dence for signatures of ISI in the 3p multinucleon channel of
3He and 4He was discussed extensively.

The fractions found for the HFSI1pickup mechanism in-
dicate that this seems to be the less important cascade
cess. Although ISI followed by pickup is found to be impo
tant, more than half of the (ppd) yield cannot be accounte
for by our semiclassical cascade models. The remainde
well fitted by simple 3N phase space followed by picku
distributions, if angular momentum components up top
wave are taken into account.
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FIG. 8. The laboratory kinetic energy and polar angle distrib
tions of the deuteron~acceptance corrected! in the selected@ppd#
channel. For further information see Fig. 6.
05460
- FIG. 9. The laboratory kinetic energy and polar angle distrib
tions of the protons~acceptance corrected! in the selected@ppd#
channel. For further information see Fig. 6.
-
on the
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TABLE III. Multinucleon cross sections for the reactionp114He→ppd and their fractional decompo
sitions into absorption mechanisms. The numbers are extrapolated to 0 MeV threshold. The errors
fractional decompositions indicate the stability of the results under the choice of different fitting proce
3N-PS is the sum of the two (3NA(ppp)n

L>0 1pickup and 3NA(ppp)n
L>1 1pickup) given 3NA channels. The cros

section for the 2NA mode@(pp)d# was fixed~see text!.

Tp ~MeV! 70 118 162 239 330

(ISI(ppp)n1pickup) 965% 27616% 46612% 3963% 3167%
(HFSI(ppp)n1pickup) 1168% 9615% 6610% 060% 9611%
3NA(ppp)n

L>0 1pickup 3569% 47611% 24612% 1067% 567%
3NA(ppp)n

L>1 1pickup 17614% 867% 1966% 4264% 4368%
3N-PS(ppp)1pickup 5267% 56610% 43610% 5266% 4868%
4N-PS(pppn)1pickup 17614% 865% 563% 1064% 1267%
s (ppd) ~mb! 1.560.2 3.260.6 4.760.7 1.560.1 0.760.1
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TABLE IV. Fractions of the multinucleon yields of the possible absorption mechanisms of the rea
p114He→pppn ~taken from Ref.@18#! andp114He→ppd compared to the total pion absorption cro
section of 4He ~taken from Ref.@17#!. The given uncertainties on the individual mechanisms are thos
Table III scaled appropriately. The uncertainties of the columns ‘‘Totalpppn’’ and ‘‘Total ppd’’ are gained
from the errors of the cross sections of the respective final state and those of the total absorptio
sections added in quadrature.

Tp ~MeV! 70 118 162 239 330
s total

abs ~mb! 35.065.3 52.163.9 50.564.6 26.662.0 14.061.5

~ISI12NA! 364% 161% 362% 1163% 1565%
~2NA1HFSI! 865% 663% 363% 161% 162%
3N-PS(ppn) 1264% 1363% 1764% 1562% 2663%
3N-PS(ppp) 462% 661% 1062% 1263% 1363%
4N-PS(pppn) 161% 361% 461% 861% 1363%

Total pppn 2867% 2964% 3765% 4765% 68610%

~ISI12NA1pickup! 061% 261% 461% 261% 261%
~2NA1HFSI1pickup! 061% 161% 161% 061% 061%
3N-PS1pickup 361% 361% 461% 361% 261%
4N-PS(pppn)1pickup 161% 061% 061% 161% 161%

Total ppd 461% 661% 962% 661% 561%
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C. Comparison with pppn final states

In order to see what fraction of eachpppn generator dis-
appears into appd final state, according to our picku
model, events of thepppn generators which have one fin
state proton and neutron with relative momentum within
step function were counted. It has been found that appr
mately the same fraction of events from 3N phase space an
ISI generators~which are the most important ones! goes to
the ppd final state.

In Table V, cross section ratiosppd/(ppd1pppn) from
the data are compared to the same ratios where the input
yields from the simulations. For the data with a 30 Me
threshold the ratio data/MC is roughly independent of
incident pion energy, but the normalization can vary free
This energy independent ratio, in combination with the lo
ppd final state contribution to the total absorption cross s
tion, indicates that the picture drawn from the analysis of
composition of thepppn data of Ref.@18# would not be
significantly modified by taking account of the influence
the deuteronic channels.

TABLE V. Data cross section ratiosppd/(ppd1pppn) com-
pared to the same ratios where inputs are yields from the MC si
lations with the thresholds 30 and 0 MeV.

TN
thr ~MeV! Tp ~MeV! 70 118 162 239 330

0 Data 13% 17% 20% 11% 7%
0 MC 8% 6% 5% 3.5% 2.5%

30 Data 12% 10% 10% 6% 4%
30 MC 2% 1.5% 1.3% 1% 0.7%
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VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have presented an analysis of theppd
final state after the absorption of a positive pion on4He for
five energies across theD(1232) resonance. Using a com
plete set of five independent variables for this three part
final state and simple models, which comprise 2NA, 3N
and 4NA models from Ref.@18# followed by pickup, the
yield was investigated for contributions from the casca
mechanisms where the basic 2NA process is accompanie
initial or final state interactions plus pickup. The cross s
tions of the (ppd) and (pd)p physics channels were evalu
ated. For the first time an estimate of the total absorpt
cross section at 330 MeV of pion incident energy is give

The distributions of the selected@pd# channel are consis
tent with absorption on a quasideuteron pair, followed by
pickup of a neutron by one of the outgoing protons, althou
an alternative approach where the pion is absorbed on a
sitriton 3H(p1,pd) with one proton acting as a spectat
also gives a good description of the data. Fits to the d
suggest that a significant fraction of the (ppd) yield can be
described by a semiclassical~ISI12NA1pickup! cascade
model. The data do not reveal distinct kinematic signatu
as suggested for a similar~2NA1HFSI1pickup! cascade
process. However, our investigations of the differential cr
sections suggest that these ISI and HFSI cascade me
nisms, approximated by semiclassical models, can acc
for less than half of the (ppd) yield, similarly to the analysis
of the pppn channel. The issue of whether the large no
2NA yield can be explained only by sequential proces
remains unresolved. In order to understand the substa
multinucleon absorption yield, it remains imperative to ha
a realistic calculation of 3NA.

u-
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